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The 4 Primary Objectives
The goal is to generate profitable growth by leveraging the four primary tenets of the SSC Digital Marketing Plan.

I start with product demand and target 

audience research and analysis (for each 

product individually to determine priorities)

Research

I create content specifically for the audience 

that I’ve pre-targeted with the goal of 

increased brand awareness and the sale of 

prioritized products, also to increase brand 

in search rankings for high affinity search 

terms

Content Creation

Then I build out a strategy to reach the 

target audience with the product prioritized 

by Product Margin compared to Product 

Demand

Strategy

I then manage organic and paid campaigns 

utilizing all of the other tenets and 

consistently optimize the campaign through 

analytic informed decision making to reach 

ROI goals

Campaign Management
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Some of the Questions I Answer: 

What is the sales potential 
online for each product?

01

How many people are already 
searching for my products?

0
3

How are people currently 
looking for products like mine?

0
2

What is the estimated 
acquisition cost per customer? 

04

StrategyResearch Content Creation
Campaign 

Management
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Some of the Questions I Answer: 

Which product has greatest 
ROI potential? 

01

What should our current ad 
spend be for ROI and Growth 
Goals, in accordance with 
Product Margin and Demand?

0
3

What channels should we focus 
on for high return?

0
2

How do we grow rapidly?04

StrategyResearch Content Creation Campaign 
Management
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Some of the Questions I Answer: 

What social media channels 
matter most for my brand?

01

What should our content 
schedule look like?

0
3

How do we make the best 
content for the highest return 
and multi-purpose use?

0
2

How do we optimize content 
to increase our search engine 
rankings and attract high 
affinity users?

04

StrategyResearch Content Creation Campaign 
Management
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Some of the Questions I Answer: 

What changes should we make 
to our strategy to improve 
ROI?

01

What are our KPIs? How can we 
optimize?

0
3

How do we drive down cost of 
customer acquisition?

0
2

What is our data telling us that 
could help us reach our goals 
faster?

04

StrategyResearch Content Creation Campaign 
Management



Research
Comprehensive 
Research and Analysis

 

Sample of Research Goals 
● Discover how (+ how many) people are actively searching for your 

product/service
● Define monthly Profit Potential for SEM
● Find new entry methods to market
● Comprehensive Keyword Analysis + Brand Profile
● Competitive Analysis
● Prospect Surveys
● etc.
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Strategy
Second Phase of 
Research Package

 

Sample of Strategic Goals
● Determine best path to target audience
● Create a Comprehensive Content and Social Media 

Strategy + Content Calendar 
● Develop Email Marketing Strategy + Automation 

Workflow 
● Product Ad-Spend Prioritization via Demand Signals 

and Profit Margin
● + Much More
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Content Creation

 

Sample of Content Goals
● Find best delivery methods for target audiences
● Manage from ideation to creation to mgmt of content 
● Content Upcycling 
● Blended Content Delivery - Paid + Organic
● Media Outlet Partnerships + Bloggers
● Social Proof Development
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Campaign Management
 

● Ongoing Web Analytics
● PPC
● SEO
● Email Automation 
● Paid Social
● Loyalty + Referral Programs
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Content Creation/MGMT
+

Social and SEM 
Analytics Research and 

KPI tracking

TYPICAL TIME 
ALLOCATION  

After Initial Research and Strategy Phase  is complete the typical ongoing time allocation is as follows:

60%
10%

Targeting and Tracking,
Audience Optimization

30%



 

The following are samples of some of the problems I have worked to solve and questions I answered. I 

will pick one specific problem from each project and discuss solving it. The business types and 

industries vary. For instance, among them are: Events Application, Electronics/Hardware, Snack 

Company, Direct to Consumer Wine Application, Finance - SaaS, Transportation Industry, Coffee 

Industry, Pet Industry, Healthcare Industry, Restaurants, and a Health/Beauty Brand.

CASE STUDIES



 

1st Company Overview

A “Tinder” style app that offers real-time activities for the 

person who is bored at home. 

Wanted to find new ways to generate revenue because the 

initial user base had hit a ceiling. 

Problem/Question

By changing some of the metrics measured (coupon timing, weather,  mood,  time of day,  location,  days 

since last use, significant decrease in number of steps taken, how many participants per session per user 

which determines worth to businesses especially ones requiring multi-users or packages which helps insure 

ROI  etc.  we were able to create data pools of previously unavailable information for the events/activities 

based business industry. This was then utilized in a second platform for B2B where businesses could create 

and deliver highly qualified ads to users. 

Solution/Answer

Events 
iOS/Android 

App?



 

2nd Company Overview

A company that creates diverse electronics hardware made a 

portable phone charger.

They were doing well but felt they’d hit a ceiling in their 

market segments. Wanted to test something broader. 

Problem/Question

I created a Pokemon Go campaign that targeted only mobile 

users on smartphones that played Pokemon Go, showcasing 

how it’s hard to keep your phone charged out there while 

hunting Pokemon so you need the essentials pack. Which 

included of course, their charger. 

Solution/Answer

Electronics/
Hardware
Company?



 

3rd Company Overview

A company that manufactures and distributes snack foods. 

They were seeing consistent drops in sales month-over-

month for nearly two years and couldn’t find a way to pull 

out of the spiral. 

Problem/Question

They did not focus on DTC sales and their distribution 

channel was very expensive, but shrinking. I found a way to 

introduce their product to the market directly in an effective 

way and directed them to improve their margin by 4 times 

while increasing customer loyalty by 750% in the first 

quarter.

Solution/Answer

Snacks
Company

?



 

4th Company Overview

An app that creates a custom wine selection based on a test 

that defines your personal palate and preference, and then 

ships the wine to you directly.

Wanted to lower cost of customer acquisition. 

Problem/Question

I created a program within the app where “roommates” could split the fee 

and get wine night wednesday subscriptions. I then suggested an entire 

rebrand and packaging re-imagination that would be more memorable and 

create more joy upon use -- then linked that to the new referral program 

that earns people free wine. The referral program decreased cost of 

customer acquisition by 40%, the rebrand increased loyalty by 200%. 

Solution/Answer

Direct to 
Consumer 
Wine App?



 

5th Company Overview

A payroll company that focuses on 1-49 employee businesses 

with a 100% digital product.  

Couldn’t find a way to effectively get in front of competitors 

market share.

Problem/Question

I did a study on average user workflow and experience for competitor users and found that at least 70% 

of them did not bookmark the login page for their cloud based payroll service. CPC was averaging $42 

which was out of range for the smaller payroll client. By targeting the login keywords that people used to 

get to the competitor login page, on specific days of months that the competitor scheduled price hikes or 

mistakes such as data-breach happened, we could effectively reach a previously untouchable audience. 

Also, I created an app that generated leads based on competitor discontent. 

Solution/Answer

Finance 
SaaS

?



 

6th Company Overview

An on-demand car service and application that connects riders 

with drivers. 

Needed to determine a  new cost effective promotion to 

increase referrals. 

Problem/Question

I gathered data on use and determined what would have the 

highest return not only for the rider and for the company, but 

also for the driver which improves the service overall. After 

realizing the driver was an underserved part of the business’ 

ecosystem, the whole promotional strategy changed.

Solution/Answer

Transportation
Company

?



 

7th Company Overview

A coffee app that aggregates reviews of different roasters and 

specific coffees. 

Wanted to get free press. 

Problem/Question

I created a key differentiator which was basically a new 

method of search on the app that actually let people search 

by recommended brew type or even specific tasting notes. 

Then pitched it to a major third wave coffee news outlet, they 

picked it up and overnight nearly tripled users. 

Solution/Answer

Coffee 
Industry 

?



 

8th Company Overview

A  pet product manufacturer and distribution company. 

Wanted to prioritize products to keep for a pending 

company acquisition and needed research on a subscription 

based “potty pad” product. 

Problem/Question

I created a report with the ready made demand for the products and using 

their avg. CTR, conversion rate, and profit margin, determined how they 

should proceed (which was change the product first to compete with a 

specific brand, or do not). I also happened to uncover an unmet demand in the 

market for bigger dogs. 

Solution/Answer

Pet Product
Company

?



 

9th Company Overview

A company that creates software for the Healthcare Industry.

Wanted to utilize new trends in healthcare, with goal to 

create something with FHIR (Fast Healthcare 

Interoperability Resources). 

Problem/Question

Helped create an app concept that would integrate with all 

major EHRs and utilize FHIR. Helped manage the product 

from concept to first stages of programming. Created a 

strategy for getting a seal of approval from the CDC. 

Solution/Answer

Healthcare
Software 
Company?



 

10th Company Overview

A trendy restaurant focused on upscale casual. 

Had a fantastic restaurant from food to atmosphere but 

wasn’t getting the traffic volume they expected. They 

wanted to figure out why. 

Problem/Question

After doing competitive analysis and surveying customers, it was concluded that their price point, 

aesthetic, and layout did not mesh effectively. They needed to increase weekday patrons to stay afloat. 

To do this, it was decided to increase lighting, increase volume of music, lower pricing, and arrange 

tables and bar so that group dining and drink-only patrons would feel invited. This decreased the 

weekend, date-only vibe and improved week-day customers by 400%. 

Solution/Answer

Restaurant
?



 

11th Company Overview

A company that creates cost-effective, all-natural, self-care 

products intended to increase overall wellness. 

Needed to find a way to increase customers for essential 

oils. 

Problem/Question

Did a content overhaul. Helped them rank for high converting keywords. Created “Tasty”-esque videos on DIY essential oil 

recipes after determining their market was consuming that content at a high rate. Then redesigned packaging to improve 

satisfaction + “joy” element, and then created a product sharing campaign. These actions coupled with finding and converting 

previously existing essential oil evangelists, and differentiating with cost and affordable wellness as opposed to a pyramid 

scheme -- customers increased by 250% in 2 months and continue to grow month over month.

Solution/Answer

Health/Beauty
Company?
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Thank you for taking the time to review my Digital Marketing 

Portfolio. I hope you found it informative. Please let me know 

if you have any questions. 

I believe that success is just about finding the right things, at 

the right time, in the right amount and fashion. 
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